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Located steps from Union Square, Hotel Nikko offers
travelers an amazing, boutique hotel experience in the
heart of San Francisco.

We requested a room on a high floor for a view and
were able to get a room on the 19th floor. The photo
above was taken from our room.

We recently stayed at Hotel Nikko for a weekend
getaway and fell in love with this high-style hotel.
Everything from the lobby, to the restaurant within the
hotel (Anzu) to the guest rooms are elegantly
decorated.

We were surprised to see a bathroom with both a
shower and a bath in San Francisco. As you can see
from the photo above, even the bathroom has chiccontemporary style!

When we entered our room, we were very happy with
the accommodations. The room was spacious, was
well appointed and had a Subarashii Yume pillow-top
bed (super comfortable).

Adding the breakfast buffet to your stay is a must! It’s
served at Restaurant ANZU and the spread is fantastic
– everything from traditional American breakfast foods,
to fresh fruit & fresh squeezed juice, to traditional Asian
breakfast foods.

Another uncommon amenity in San Francisco is Hotel
Nikko’s glass-enclosed indoor swimming pool (one of
the city’s largest) with a new deck around the pool and
hot
tub. This
area
was
just
renovated!

Looking to workout during your stay? Club Nikko offers
state-of-the-art cardiovascular equipment, free
weights, the latest strength machines, and both men’s
and women’s dry saunas and steam rooms.

Additional Amenities
– Complimentary WiFi
– Large Flat Panel TVs
– iPod Player
– Coffee / Tea Maker
– 24 Hour Room Service
– Car Rentals on Premises
– Mini Bar & Refrigerator
– Option to check-in and check-out via email

Hotel Nikko also has a brand new expanded outdoor
deck area that features a dog run for furry guests as
well as sitting areas with three convivial fire-pits.

We highly recommend Hotel Nikko if your travels take
you to San Francisco! Nightly rates range from $250 –
$400. Visit www.hotelnikkosf.com for more information.

